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The International Journal of Distance Education Technologies (IJDET) is an
EI journal and a forum for researchers and practitioners to disseminate
practical solutions to the automation of open and distance learning. Targeted
to academic researchers and engineers who work with distance learning
programs and software systems, as well as general users of distance education
technologies and methods, IJDET discusses computational methods,
algorithms, implemented prototype systems, and applications of open and
distance learning. All manuscripts submitted to the journal are peer-reviewed
according to the procedure consisting of initial review, peer review, and
recommendation.
IJDET is and the scope of the journal includes, but is not limited to:
 Assessment
 Distance Learning for Culture and Arts
 Intelligent and Adaptive Learning
 Intelligent Agents and Multi-Agent Systems
 Learning Analytics and Academic Analytics
 Mobile Learning and Cloud-based Learning Technology
 Natural Language Processing based Learning Technology
 Nurse Medical Healthcare
 Social Computing and Social Network Analysis Learning Technology
 Game-based Learning and Assessment
 Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) Education
 Ubiquitous Learning Technology
 Virtual Worlds for Distance Education
Manuscript guidelines:
All submissions have to follow IJDET manuscript guidelines (and should be
submitted online). All submissions will be reviewed by at least three
reviewers. Guidelines for submission can be found in: http://www.ijdet.com
General Information and Journal Contents can be found in:
http://www.igi-global.com/journal/international-journal-distance-education-technologies/
We also encourage potential research in any fields related to the journal
to form a high quality guest editorial team to submit special issue proposal
online, for any emerging, important, and hot topics. Please submit your
special issue proposal online as a manuscript and choose "[Special Issue
Proposal]" as its Section. The special issue proposal sample can be
downloaded at
http://vip.is-very-good.org/editing/IJDET-Special_Issue_Proposal_Sample.doc
For queries, please contact Dr. Maiga Chang (maiga.chang@gmail.com)

